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Mission
SOFITEC AERO is an experienced international organization in aeronautics sector, being one of main
references manufacturing of composite material structures, structural metal bonding, manufacturing
and equipment of metallic elementary parts, assembly and subassembly. In addition, in our work
locations are carried out associated non destructive tests (ultrasonic inspection, penetrant testing
heat treating, surface treatment of metal parts and composites, stapling of control cables and design,
manufacturing, maintenance and periodic reviews of tooling, increasing the trusts of interested parts
thanks to obtained identity about total quality, job safety and taking care with environment.

Vision
Its visión is to be the first reference manufacturing aerostructures., increasing its capacity to be the
best developer of integrated solutions in projects of composite materials, metallic and assembly.
SOFITEC AERO wants to achieve the máximum satisfaction of its clients throughout the compliance and
superation of all apply requirements, providing added value to interested parts and exhibiting a strong
commitment with environment protection, nourishing by client and supplier contributions, being at the
forefront of the best technologies and adopting innovative measures.

Values
The main value of SOFITEC AERO is the people that it is composed, which they provide to company the
responsability, proactivity, perseverance and motivation at all levels to fulfill the mission and objectives.
The commitment, initiative, the high qualification and the training actions that SOFITEC AERO provides,
favor the daily job excellence and continuous improvement in processes and, at consequence, for
company.
SOFITEC AERO High Direction is committed to provide the best skill for professional practice
within their field of activity, observing the following points:
-

-

Referencing this policy to comply with quality and environment objectives, adding a continuous
improvement commitment to achieve the excellence related with quality and environmental
performance, prevention of pollution and specific taking care of environment, relate all with our
context.
Fullfilling all clients requirements, as well as legal, quality, safety and environmental
requisrements thats are applicable to practically all the services provided. Assist to the rest of
interested parts in the search for an adequate development within our environment.
Implement the necessary actions (including an adequate risk management) to achieve the
planned results

The High Direction of SOFITEC AERO ensures that this policy is understood by the company in all their
levels, keeping as documented information and transmitting it throughout its several communication
media.
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